We study covariant differential calculus on the quantum spheres S 2N −1 q . A classification result for covariant first order differential * calculi is proved. As an important step towards a description of the noncommutative geometry of the quantum spheres, a framework of covariant differential calculus is established, including a particular first order calculus obtained by factorization, higher order calculi and a symmetry concept.
Introduction
Quantum groups and quantum spaces are important examples of noncommutative geometric spaces. The description of differential calculus on them forms the fundament for an analysis of their geometric structure.
Quantum groups are the most advanced object of study. Covariant-and especially, bicovariant-differential calculi on quantum groups have been under investigation during the last years [7, 4, 5] , and basic concepts of differential geometry on quantum groups have already been introduced, see e. g. [2] . There are also results concerning covariant differential calculi on several examples of quantum spaces, e. g. quantum vector spaces, and Podleś' spheres [1] .
Quantum homogeneous spaces are a class of quantum spaces which are in an especially close relation to quantum groups, therefore presenting themselves as a promising object for investigation.
In this paper, we study the quantum spheres S 2N −1 q introduced by Vaksman and Soibelman [6] as an example of a quantum homogeneous space.
We describe a framework of first and higher order covariant differential calculus on these quantum homogeneous spaces together with a symmetry concept. This framework is powerful enough to enable the introduction of basic concepts of noncommutative differential geometry on quantum spheres.
Quantum spaces 2.1 General definitions and conventions
We start by collecting some basic definitions on quantum spaces, mostly following the terminology as e. g. in [1] .
Let A be a Hopf algebra with comultiplication ∆ and counit ε. A quantum space for A is a pair (X, ∆ R ) where X is a unital algebra and ∆ R : X → X ⊗ A a (right) coaction of A on X, i. e. an algebra homomorphism such that (∆ R ⊗ id)∆ R = (id ⊗ ∆)∆ R ; (id ⊗ ε)∆ R = id. X is called quantum homogeneous space for A if there is an embedding ι : X → A such that ∆ R = ∆ • ι.
Throughout this paper, the dimension N of the underlying quantum group SU q (N ) is a natural number, N ≥ 2. The deformation parameter q is a real number, q ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. We use the abbreviations Q = q − q −1 ,
We also need the R-matrices which are well-known from investigations on the quantum group SU q (N ), e. g. [3, 4] . Note thatR is an invertible matrix with the inverseR − . 
The following matrices are derived from these fundamental R-matrices:
The quantum spheres S

2N −1 q
Our object of study are the quantum spheres introduced by Vaksman and Soibelman [6] which we shall describe now.
Let X be the free unital algebra with a set of 2N generators {z i , z * i | i = 1, . . . , N } and defining relations
This algebra is made into a * algebra by letting (z i ) * = z * i ; (z * i ) * = z i . Then, X is called quantum sphere and denoted by S 2N −1 q .
Using the R-matrices, the relations (1) can be rewritten aŝ
The relations (2) imply
Let u i j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N be the generators and S the antipode map of the quantum group SU q (N ) as defined in [3] . Then, by
an embedding of S 2N −1 q into SU q (N ) is given, making the quantum sphere a quantum homogeneous space for SU q (N ) with the coaction
3 First order differential calculus
Basic definitions
First we recall important definitions concerning first order differential calculi, cf. [1] .
A first order differential calculus on an algebra X means a pair (Γ, d) where Γ is a bimodule over X and d : X → Γ is a linear mapping which fulfils Leibniz' rule d(xy) = (dx)y + x(dy) for all x, y ∈ X, and Γ = Lin{xdy | x, y ∈ X}.
A first order differential calculus (Γ, d) on a quantum space (X, ∆ R ) for A is called (right) covariant if there is a linear mapping Φ R : Γ → Γ ⊗ A with
If X is a * algebra then a first order differential calculus (Γ, d) is called a
First order differential calculi on quantum spheresResults
Our first theorem gives a classification of covariant first order differential calculi on the quantum spheres with the selective constraint that the calculi be freely generated as left modules by the differentials of the generators of the quantum sphere.
Theorem 1 For each real number ω = 0, the equations
which is covariant with respect to SU q (N ) and for which {dz i , dz * i | i = 1, . . . , N } is a free left module basis for Γ ω .
If N ≥ 4, any first order differential * calculus (Γ, d) on S 2N −1 q which is covariant with respect to SU q (N ) and for which {dz i , dz * i | i = 1, . . . , N } is a free left module basis for Γ takes the form (Γ ω , d) for some ω ∈ IR, ω = 0.
None of the first order differential calculi from the theorem is inner since there exists no invariant elementΩ = αΩ + + βΩ − in Γ ω for ω ∈ IR \ {0} such that dx =Ωx − xΩ for all x ∈ S 2N −1 q . Instead, one easily checks that the invariant element (Ω + + Ω − ) quasi-commutes (even commutes if ω = 1) with any x ∈ S 2N −1
. Therefore, any of the first order differential calculi (Γ ω , d) can be factorized by the additional relation Ω + + Ω − = 0, yielding the same first order differential calculus (Γ, d) independent on ω. This calculus which is described in the following corollary blends the advantage of being an inner calculus with the disadvantage that it is no free left module over S 2N −1 q . Corollary 2 On S 2N −1 q , there exists a first order differential * calculus (Γ, d) which is covariant with respect to SU q (N ) and which is generated
The bimodule structure of (Γ, d) is given by
with
This calculus is inner since for all x ∈ S 2N −1
Remark: It should be noted that the additional relation (3) is not as unnatural as it may appear since in the classical limit (q = 1) we have
= 0 anyway. Therefore, the factorized calculus appears to be the adequate one for the description of the noncommutative geometry of the quantum spheres.
Proof of the classification theorem
We turn now to prove Theorem 1. Our approach is based on an investigation of intertwining mappings for the corepresentations of the quantum group A = SU q (N ) on the quantum spheres X = S 2N −1 q . By a similar approach covariant first order differential calculi on Podleś' spheres S 2 qc were classified by Apel and Schmüdgen [1] . Note that q is not a root of unity; so the representation theory is similar as in the classical case q = 1.
Let V (k) be the vector space of all k-th order polynomials in the generators z i , z * i of X. By the relations (1) and (2), some of these polynomials are identified with polynomials of lower order. They form a vector subspace in V (k). LetṼ (k) denote the complement of this subspace in V (k). From the coaction ∆ R we then obtain corepresentations π(k) of the quantum group
Here, π(1) is the sum of two irreducible corepresentations, namely the fundamental representation u of SU q (N ) and its complement u c .
In order to find covariant first order differential calculi on X, intertwining mappings T ∈ Mor(π(1) ⊗ π(1), π(k) ⊗ π(1)) have to be investigated.
To this goal, the direct sum decompositions of the tensor products π(k) ⊗ π(1), for k = 1, 2, . . ., are calculated. This can be accomplished e. g. using Young tableaux; note that π(k + 1) is obtained from π(k) ⊗ π(1) by removing certain direct summands according to the commutation relations (1).
Intertwining mappings T ∈ Mor(π(1) ⊗ π(1), π(k) ⊗ π(1)) must correspond to identical direct summands occurring in both the decompositions of π(k) ⊗ π(1), and π(1) ⊗ π (1) . If N ≥ 4, such common summands exist only for k = 1 (trivial) and k = 3; they lead to morphisms from V (1) ⊗ V (1) to V (1) ⊗ V (1) and V (3) ⊗ V (1) which are listed below. If N = 2 or N = 3, there are additional morphisms for k = N −1, so the completeness statement in the theorem is guaranteed only for N ≥ 4.
The resulting morphisms from V (1) ⊗ V (1) to X ⊗ V (1) are given by
This leads us to the following ansatz for the bimodule structure of Γ:
with Ω + and Ω − as defined in the theorem. Here, the 20 variables a ν , b ν , c ν ,
The defining relations of S 2N −1 q together with the properties required for a covariant first order differential * calculus can now be used to compile a system of necessary conditions for the mapping d : X → Γ, and thereby for the coefficients of (6).
must vanish. Using Leibniz' rule and (6), this expression can be written as an element of the left X module generated by dz i and dz * i . Since {dz i , dz * i } is required to be a left module basis, coefficient comparison can be applied. (iii) The same procedure can be applied to
both of which must be zero because of (2).
(iv) From the * calculus requirement one can infer Ω + + Ω * + = 0. From the definition which gives explicitly a left module expression for Ω + one obtains, by applying * , a right module expression for Ω * + . Rewrite Ω * + to a left module expression using (6) and compare coefficients.
Further conditions can be derived from the * calculus requirement by taking some expression like z k dz l , applying * , (6), * , and (6) again, and comparing coefficients with identity.
Exploiting conditions from this list, we obtain the system of equations for a ν , b ν , c ν , d ν ′ , e ν , f ν ′ which is listed below. Note that the coefficient comparisons have been done completely for (i) and (ii) but only in part for (iii) and (iv). Complex conjugates occur in the last four equations which are results of * calculus conditions.
We stress that this (partially redundant) system of equations gives a set of necessary conditions which is not a priori complete since not all required properties of a first order covariant differential * calculus have been fully exploited. So, for any set of coefficients solving this system, it remains still necessary to prove that all required properties are satisfied.
To solve this system of equations requires several case distinctions and a number of lengthy though not difficult calculations. The only solutions of the system are given by a 1 =q; b 1 =0; c 1 =q 2 ω; e 1 =q 2 ω; a 2 =q −1 ; b 2 =0; c 2 =ω −1 ; e 2 =ω −1 ; a 3 =q −1 ; b 3 =qQ; c 3 =−q 2 ; e 3 =−1;
with a free parameter ω which can take any real value except 0.
Substitution of the coefficients in (6) by (8) yields the bimodule structure as in the theorem.
Then, all required properties for a covariant first order differential * calculus are satisfied: covariance is guaranteed by the ansatz (6); the first two groups of conditions in the list above resulting from the relations (1) are completely encoded in the system of equations, so they are also fulfilled.
Finally, it is checked by direct calculations that the elements (7) vanish and the * calculus property is satisfied.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Higher order calculus and symmetry
Higher order differential calculi
In order to describe the noncommutative differential geometry of quantum spaces, it is insufficient to have only first order differential calculus since basic concepts of differential geometry require at least second order differential forms. This causes us to turn our attention to higher order differential calculi on quantum homogeneous spaces.
Our definitions for higher order differential calculi on quantum homogeneous spaces follow those given in [7] for the bicovariant case in the quantum group setting.
Let X a quantum homogeneous space for the quantum group A. Let (Γ, d) be a covariant first order differential calculus on X.
Then, a covariant higher order differential calculus on X is a pair (Γ ∧ , d) consisting of a graded algebra Γ ∧ with multiplication denoted by ∧ and a linear mapping d : Γ ∧ → Γ ∧ such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The degree 0 and degree 1 components of Γ ∧ are isomorphic to X and Γ, respectively (they will be identified with X and Γ in the following).
(ii) The mapping d increases the degree by 1, and d extends the differential d : X → Γ from the first order differential calculus (Γ, d).
(iii) The mapping d is a graded derivative, i. e. it fulfils the graded Leibniz'
for any ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 ∈ Γ ∧ (with d being the degree of ϑ 1 ). For any ϑ ∈ Γ ∧ , d(dϑ) = 0.
(iv) The covariance map Φ R : Γ → Γ ⊗ A from the first order differential calculus can be extended to a map Φ ∧ R : Γ ∧ → Γ ∧ ⊗ A making Γ ∧ into a covariant X-bimodule.
If the underlying first order calculus (Γ, d) is a * calculus, then there is an induced * structure on (Γ ∧ , d), and d(ϑ * ) = (dϑ) * is fulfilled for all ϑ ∈ Γ ∧ .
Higher order differential calculi on quantum spheres
Now we turn again to study the quantum spheres S 2N −1 q . Since our main interest is to provide a framework of covariant differential calculus appropriate to describe the noncommutative geometry of the quantum spheres, we restrict our considerations from now on to the differential calculus (Γ, d) with Γ =Γ from Cor. 2.
Since Ω + + Ω − = 0 in (Γ, d), we have the relation dΩ
in any higher order differential calculus extending (Γ, d). The bimodule structure (4) of (Γ, d) implies
(remember that Ω = qQ −1 Ω − , thus dΩ = qQ −1 dΩ − ), and the following commutation relations for the generators dz i , dz * i :
There is a universal higher order differential calculus (Γ ∧ u , d) which is generated as an algebra by the 4N elements z i , z * i , dz i , dz * i subject to the relations (1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 ).
The calculus (Γ ∧ u , d) is not an "inner" calculus in the sense of the differential mapping d being generated by a graded commutator. So by imposing this as an additional condition, i. e.
for all ϑ, we obtain a smaller higher order differential calculus which we will denote by (Γ ∧ * , d). Obviously, (9) and (12) together imply dΩ = 0.
If N ≥ 3, there is one differential (2N − 2)-form which generates the set of all (2N − 2)-forms as a left module.
For the proof we need to consider differential forms
These elements generate Γ ∧ * as a left module. Then the main argument used to prove both parts of the Proposition is stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 4 If Θ is chosen as above and if the index sets J = {j 1 , . . . , j µ } and
Proof of the Lemma Note that all dz i quasi-commute, as do all dz * i . Therefore we can use the substitution
(resulting from dΩ = 0) to rewrite Θ as a sum of N − 1 members each of which contains one of the expressions dz i ∧ dz i , dz
Proof of the Proposition It is easily seen that each differential form of degree 2N − 1 is a linear combination (with coefficients from S 2N −1 q ) of forms of type Θ fulfilling the additional index set condition, and thus vanishes. This proves the first part of the Proposition.
Moreover, for any differential (2N − 2)-form Θ of the above type it can be seen that the index sets J and K either fulfil the index set condition leading to Θ = 0, or J = K = {1, . . . , N } \ {j} with a single index j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. But all Θ's with the latter property are transformed into (scalar) multiples of each other by just the same substitution as in the proof of the lemma. This completes the proof of the second part.
A symmetry concept for quantum spaces
For quantum groups, Woronowicz [7] has described a construction extending a bicovariant first order differential calculus (Γ, d) to a bicovariant higher order differential calculus (Γ ∧ , d) by antisymmetrization. For the antisymmetrization procedure, a bimodule homomorphism of the tensor product 1 Γ ⊗ Γ is required, σ : Γ ⊗ Γ → Γ ⊗ Γ, which needs to fulfil the following braid equation on the three-fold tensor product Γ ⊗ Γ ⊗ Γ:
or, in short, σ 12 σ 23 σ 12 = σ 23 σ 12 σ 23 . Here, σ i i+1 denote actions of σ on the i-th and (i + 1)-th components of a multiple tensor product.
The antisymmetrization procedure then works as follows: For any permutation p of {1, . . . , k} let ℓ(p) denote the length of p, i. e. the number of inversions in p. Then p has a decomposition p
. . , i ℓ ≤ p − 1, and t i means the permutation of length 1 (transposition) that exchanges the i-th and (i + 1)-th elements. Let
. Because of the braid relation (13), σ p is independent on the choice of the decomposition of p and thereby well-defined. By
defined. The k-th degree component of the higher order differential algebra Γ ∧k , and the higher order differential algebra Γ ∧ are obtained by
Since σ encodes a symmetry in Γ ⊗ which is also relevant for the noncommutative geometry of the quantum group, we want to transfer Woronowicz's construction to our setting of a quantum homogeneous space with (only one-sided) covariant first order differential calculus.
We start with a definition for a symmetry homomorphism which is already adapted for a slightly generalized situation, admitting factorization of the underlying tensor product-we shall need this later.
Definition 1 Let A be a quantum group and X a quantum space for A. Let (Γ, d) be a first order differential calculus for X which is covariant w. r. t. A, and I a sub-bimodule in Γ ⊗ Γ. Let Γ 
Symmetry on quantum spheres
We are interested in symmetry homomorphisms which lead to non-trivial higher order differential calculi. By a non-trivial higher order differential calculus we shall mean, in the following statements, a higher order differential calculus in which the differential 2-forms dz k ∧ dz l and dz * k ∧ dz * l for k = l are nonzero.
First we let I = {0}, thereby seeking symmetry homomorphisms on Γ ⊗ Γ.
Proposition 5 On Γ ⊗ Γ, there is no bimodule homomorphism σ leading to non-trivial higher order differential calculus.
Proof Assume there is a bimodule homomorphism σ on Γ ⊗ Γ leading to non-trivial higher order differential calculus. The latter requires σ to fulfil (among others) the following equations:
By the identities
and the required left module homomorphism property of σ, expressions for σ(Ω ⊗ dz ( * ) k ) are obtained which depend on the respective case conditions (A2) or (A3), (B2) or (B3). From those we infer, by a similar decomposition of Ω in the second tensor factor and the right module homomorphism requirement of σ, the following expressions for σ(Ω ⊗ Ω):
Since both expressions differ, our case distinction reduces from four to two possible combinations of cases, (A2)/(B3) and (A3)/(B2).
For these cases, expressions for σ(dz * k ⊗ dz l ) and σ(dz k ⊗ dz * l ) can be calculated from σ(Ω ⊗ dz ( * ) k ) using (5), (4) , and the bimodule homomorphism requirement for σ; but finally it turns out that the braid relation is violated. This is demonstrated by considering one particular element of Γ ⊗ Γ ⊗ Γ; namely, we have
This implies that even under the conditions (A2)/(B3) or (A3)/(B2) no symmetry homomorphism for Γ ⊗ Γ is obtained.
Lemma 6
In Γ ⊗ Γ, the elements Here, the left-hand side should vanish for any σ leading to non-trivial higher order differential calculus, but the right-hand side does not.
So we are once more left with (A2)/(B3) and (A3)/(B2). By calculating σ(dz k ⊗ dz * l ) and σ(dz * k ⊗ dz l ) for (A2)/(B3), we find exactly the last two equations of the Proposition.
Consider now the left module homomorphism σ L : Γ ⊗ Γ → Γ ⊗ Γ and the right module homomorphism σ R : Γ ⊗ Γ → Γ ⊗ Γ defined by the equations (17). In order to prove that the bimodule homomorphism σ is welldefined one checks that (i) the subbimodule M 0 of Γ ⊗ Γ is invariant under both σ L and σ R ;
(ii) for any a ∈ Γ ⊗ Γ, σ L (a) − σ R (a) ∈ M 0 .
For the second part it is sufficient to consider expressions of the type dz
l , e. g. for dz j ⊗ dz k · z l (the simplest case) we have
jk dz s ⊗ dz t · z l = qR ua svR vb tlR st jk z u dz a ⊗ dz b .
Finally, the braid relation (13) has to be proved for σ. Because of (5) and the bimodule homomorphism property of σ, it is sufficient to show (13) on the elements dz
l . To give again the simplest case,
Another symmetry homomorphism σ ′ is obtained by applying the same procedure to the case (A3)/(B2). From the defining equations for σ and σ ′ it can be seen that σ • σ ′ ≡ σ ′ • σ ≡ id. Obviously, σ = σ ′ .
As a consequence of Proposition 7, we are now able to transfer Woronowicz's antisymmetrization construction to the quantum spheres. The antisymmetrizer A k is now defined on the k-th order component of Γ ⊗ • which is subsequently factorized by the kernel of A k to obtain Γ ∧k from which by direct summation the differential algebra Γ ∧ is formed. From the properties of σ it is seen that in Γ ∧ the relations of Γ ∧ * are satisfied. Thus, Γ ∧ is either Γ ∧ * or a factor algebra of it.
